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Abstract The particle data delivered by the Fast Plasma Investigation instrument aboard National
Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission allow for exceptionally
high-resolution examination of the electron and ion phase space in the near-Earth plasma environment.
It is necessary to identify populations which originate from instrumental effects. Using Fast Plasma
Investigation’s Dual Electron Spectrometers, we isolate a high-energy (approximately kiloelectron volt)
beam, present while the spacecraft are in the solar wind, which exhibits an azimuthal drift with period
associated with the spacecraft spin. We show that this population is consistent with negative hydrogen ions
H− generated by a double charge exchange interaction between the incident solar wind H+ ions and the
metallic surfaces within the instrument. This interaction is likely to occur at the deflector plates close to the
instrument aperture. The H− density is shown to be approximately 0.2–0.4% of the solar wind ion density,
and the energy of the negative ion population is shown to be 70% of the incident solar wind energy.
These negative ions may introduce errors in electron velocity moments on the order of 0.2–0.4% of the solar
wind velocity and significantly higher errors in the electron temperature.

1. Introduction

The Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission (Burch, Moore, et al., 2016) is a multispacecraft magneto-
spheric plasma physics platform launched in 2015. It provides exceptional time and angular resolution for
both field and particle data, with up to 2 orders of magnitude greater cadence than its most recent predeces-
sors Cluster and THEMIS. Understanding the limitations of in situ plasma instruments is critical to the analysis
of the data they provide to MMS and future space missions and informs the design and operation of the next
generation of instruments.

The Fast Plasma Investigation (FPI) (Pollock et al., 2016) aboard MMS comprises the Dual Electron Spectrome-
ters (DES) to measure the electron phase space density and the Dual Ion Spectrometers (DIS) to measure the
ion phase space density. Each spacecraft includes four DES and DIS units, each of which includes two top-hat
electrostatic analyzers. The eight total sensor heads each for DES and DIS are distributed around the space-
craft spin plane such that the spacecraft samples the full 4𝜋 solid angle sky at any given time. The instrument
cadence for the full sky phase space is 0.03 s for DES and 0.15 s for DIS. The skymaps supplied by both DES
and DIS instruments are composed of 16 polar angle bins, 32 azimuthal angle bins, and 32 energy bins in the
range 2 eV to 30 keV for the events discussed in this paper. These instruments measure the energy per unit
charge E∕q and thus do not distinguish particles by mass or charge state.

Given the high spatial and temporal resolution together with instrument calibration required to meet the
MMS mission objectives, it is important to separate signals generated by the ambient plasma environment
from those generated by instrumentation effects. This is especially important in regions for which kinetic
plasma processes are significant, and associated nongyrotropic particle populations are common. The MMS
mission targets several of these regions, such as the bow shock (Johlander et al., 2016) or the diffusion regions
of magnetic reconnection sites (Burch, Torbert, et al., 2016). In these regions, characterization of the full ion
or electron phase space is critical to understanding of microphysics processes.

In this paper, we identify an apparently nongyrotropic population observed by FPI-DES while the MMS space-
craft are in the solar wind. We examine the properties of this anomalous population and show that it is
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Figure 1. First panel: Differential energy flux (color) for FPI-DIS, with the energy range of the lower panels shown with
dashed lines. Second panel: Differential energy flux for FPI-DES. Third to seventh panels: Flow azimuth dependence of
the phase space density (color) for FPI-DES, integrated over the polar angle, for several energy bins over which the
population exhibiting azimuthal drift is observable. Data are shown for 5 January 2017, 05:02:10 to 05:04:05 UTC.
The anomalous population is visible throughout but is the only population clearly visible for the interval 05:02:25 to
05:02:55 UTC, for example. During this time interval, the anomalous population is shown with a black box in the 831 eV
energy bin; the energy bin for which its phase space density is highest. FPI = Fast Plasma Investigation; DES = Dual
Electron Spectrometers.

consistent with negative hydrogen ions H− generated by interaction of the solar wind with metallic surfaces
internal to the DES instrument.

2. Observations

An example of an anomalous periodic signal visible within the DES electron distribution function is shown in
Figure 1. Here we present a period for which the MMS spacecraft are upstream of the quasi-perpendicular
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Figure 2. Phase space density (color) as a function of azimuthal and polar flow angle, for the DES (top) and DIS (bottom)
instruments, averaged over the time interval 05:02:31 to 05:02:55 UTC (shown in Figure 1 as a black box) and over the
energy range 831 eV < E < 1, 423 eV. The center of the plots, for which 𝜃 = 90∘ and 𝜙 = 180∘ , corresponds to the
antisunward flow direction. The direction parallel to the mean magnetic field for this interval is shown with an o,
antiparallel with an x, and the 90∘ pitch angle contour is shown as a black dashed line. The phase space density
averaged over the polar angle is shown as a black line, and its vertical axis coincides with the color bar. DES = Dual
Electron Spectrometers; DIS = Dual Ion Spectrometers.

bow shock, and 2 min of burst mode data has been collected while the spacecraft are within the solar wind.
The burst data of interest are shown for 5 January 2017, 05:02:10 to 05:04:05 UTC.

For this event, a population is visible with approximately antisunward flow velocity (130∘< 𝜙 < 230∘) in the
energy range 831 eV< E < 1, 423 eV. The population exhibits a drift in observed flow azimuth from 130∘

to 230∘ over a period of 2.5 s. The time-averaged skymaps shown in Figure 2 for this energy range indicate
that this population is narrowly distributed in polar flow angle 𝜃, with angular distribution similar to the solar
wind in the same energy range. Additionally, these skymaps demonstrate that the anomalous population is
not organized by the local magnetic field. This population is present within the distribution functions derived
from FPI-DES for all four MMS spacecraft.

We note that in this energy range, the count rates recorded by the DES instrument are very low. Typi-
cally, the population appears in ∼10 solid angle bins within the skymap for a given energy. In each given
time interval 𝛿t = 0.03 s, each bin records 1–3 counts. As such, time-averaged and angle-integrated dis-
tribution functions help to recognize the trend. There are other known sources of background electrons,
including both spacecraft photoelectrons and internal secondary electrons (Gershman et al., 2017). These
affect primarily the low-energy (≈ 10 eV) measurements. We have verified that the phase space densi-
ties associated with these electrons are ∼2 orders of magnitude smaller than those shown in Figure 2.
Removing these known background populations from the distribution function data does not significantly
affect the anomalous population of interest, as shown in Figure 3. Similarly, we have also verified that this
periodic population is not an artifact of compression of the data (Barrie et al., 2017), which is lossless for
this period.

The azimuthal flow dependence of the anomalous population observed by the DES displays a period of 2.5 s.
The spin period of the MMS spacecraft is approximately 20 s, and each spacecraft has eight DES sensor heads
aboard. Hence, a 2.5-s interval corresponds to the period over which each DES sensor head is sampling the
plasma from within 45∘ of a given azimuthal look direction, for example, the Earth-Sun line. Since the popu-
lation appears in all four spacecraft, this suggests that while the population is instrumental, the generation of
that population is driven by a common, external environmental factor. In this case, we will show that driver
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Figure 3. Phase space density as a function of energy for a single angular element of a skymap which includes the
anomalous population at ∼ 2 keV. The total phase space density measured by DES fmeas(E) and the background electron
population fbkgrd(E) are shown. For energy bins associated with the anomalous population, the measured phase space
density is 2 orders of magnitude greater than the background. DES = Dual Electron Spectrometers.

is likely to be the solar wind proton flux. Timing offsets of the anomalous population between the spacecraft
are thus attributed to differences in spacecraft spin phase, rather than motion of an ambient population.

3. Negative Ions

It is well established that bombardment of metallic surfaces by positively charged ions can generate neg-
atively charged ions by double charge-exchange interactions (Maazouz et al., 1996), H+ + 2e− → H−. The
FPI-DES instruments measure only the energy per unit charge E∕q for negatively charged particles and cannot
distinguish particles by species. It is therefore possible that the instrument registers negative ions in addition
to the expected high-energy electron population. Indeed, similar electron spectrometer instruments have
been utilized to observe ambient negative ion populations in other environments, including at comets (Burch
et al., 2015; Chaizy et al., 1991) and in the Saturnian system (Coates et al., 2007, 2010; Teolis et al., 2010), where
determination of the bulk properties of the population can be nontrivial (Desai et al., 2017).

If the anomalous population observed by the DES is negative H− ions generated by charge exchange interac-
tions of the solar wind H+ beam with metallic surfaces within the instrument, we can expect the anomalous
DES population to exhibit the following properties:

1. For specular reflection of solar wind ions from a metallic surface within the DES instrument, the registered
azimuthal flow angle of the H− will drift as the orientation of the DES instrument changes relative to the
incident flow. With only one DES sensor head in optimal alignment at any given time, we would expect the
period of the azimuthal drift to be 2.5 s, as we have already demonstrated in Figure 1.

2. The H− population will be strongly localized in flow direction, similar to the incident solar wind ion beam.
In contrast to typical solar wind electron populations, it will therefore appear nongyrotropic and will not be
organized by the local magnetic field. These properties have been demonstrated in Figure 2.

3. The H− population should always be present where we observe significant positive ion flux, as in the solar
wind. However, clear signatures such as azimuthal drift of the H− beam may only be present if the solar
wind beam is narrow.

4. The conversion rate for approximately kiloelectron volt H+ to H− has been shown (Maazouz et al., 1996) to
be up to 5% for 1-keV H+. Conversion is weakly dependent on angle of incidence for oblique collisions, with
rate reducing to ∼ 0.1% for grazing collisions due to surface roughness effects. Given this dependence and
given that the DES instrumentation may not record all negative ions generated by these double charge
exchange interactions, we expect an upper bound on the density of observed H− on the order of or less
than 0.1–5% of the solar wind ion density.
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Table 1
Events and Associated Solar Wind and H− Parameters

Date/time (UTC) H− seen < Esw,i >(eV) < EH− >(eV)
07 10 2015/06:11:44 Y 899 750

21 10 2015/10:10:44 N 266 —

03 11 2015/08:11:04 Y 959 1,089

04 11 2015/04:57:34 Y 2,723 1,791

04 11 2015/05:06:54 Y 2,123 1,582

04 11 2015/05:28:04 Y 2,628 1,791

04 11 2015/06:11:34 Y 2,570 1,791

04 11 2015/08:05:14 Y 2,443 1,582

28 12 2015/06:16:54 Y 1,040 750

11 1 2016/05:37:44 Y 811 663

09 12 2016/11:18:04 Y 1,705 1,087

21 12 2016/12:08:04 N 1,953 —

22 12 2016/10:56:14 Y 1,270 1,087

23 12 2016/07:19:14 Y 2,574 1,863

05 1 2017/05:01:33 Y 1,405 831

Note. Mean solar wind ion energy < Esw,i > is derived from FPI-DIS. Average negative
ion energy < EH− > is determined the energy bin of FPI-DES which displays the highest
density of H−. UTC = universal coordinated time; FPI = Fast Plasma Investigation; DES =
Dual Electron Spectrometers.

5. For an elastic collision, the energy of negative ions generated by double charge exchange with metallic sur-
faces is expected to be strongly correlated with the solar wind H+ energy. Deviations should be correlated
with the angle of emergence from the surface, reflecting the inelastic aspects of the collision of the H+ ion
with the instrument surface.

In order to test these properties, we have examined the DES-derived distribution function in the approxi-
mately kiloelectron volt range for 15 events captured in burst mode for which the MMS spacecraft are in
the solar wind. The parameters of the solar wind and apparent H− populations for each of these events are
summarized in Table 1. Of the events examined, all but two exhibited an approximately kiloelectron volt pop-
ulation with characteristic azimuthal drift. For these null events, the solar wind ion temperature reported by
FPI-DIS is high, and the H− population may not be visible because it has been spread too thinly across several
energy bins in the DES-derived distribution function. Together, this survey suggests that the anomalous DES
population is near ubiquitous in the solar wind. This supports the hypothesis that this population comprises
instrument-induced H−.

We can examine the flux of H− using the count rates within FPI-DES for the full phase space. Assuming that
the phase space density f (v) varies slowly over a given region of the d3v velocity space, f (v) is related to the
counts C measured by FPI according to the following equation (Pollock et al., 2016):

C
𝜏
= (n̂ ⋅ v)f (v)Gd3v (1)

where G is the geometric factor, 𝜏 is the accumulation time, n̂ is the normal to the instrument aperture, and
n̂ ⋅ v ≈ v when accounting only for particles which enter the instrument aperture. The number density n for
a given species is determined by taking moments of the phase space density

n = ∫ f (v)d3v (2)

or equivalently dn = f (v)d3v for a single element of phase space. The number density within a given
energy-angle bin dn is therefore related to the counts as follows:

dn = C
G𝜏

1
v
= C

G𝜏

√
m

2(E∕q)|Ze| (3)
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Equation (3) relates the number density of particles, assumed to have mass m and charge Ze, to the count rate
C in a given energy channel (E∕q) of the electrostatic detector.

Taking the sum over many energy-angle bins, each with count Ci and energy channel (E∕q)i, the density of
electrons is therefore

ne =
√

me

2e
1

Ge𝜏

∑
i

Ci√
(E∕q)i

(4)

Likewise, the density of H− is given by

nH− =
√

mp

2e
1

GH−𝜏

H−∑
i

Ci√
(E∕q)i

(5)

Here the sum
∑H−

i is performed only over regions of phase space dominated by H−.

Hence, the number density of H− compared to the electron density nH−∕ne is derived from the counts as
follows:

nH−

ne
≈

√
mp

me

Ge

GH−

∑H−

i Ci∕
√
(E∕q)i∑

j Cj∕
√

(E∕q)j

(6)

The geometric factors G incorporate a response function for FPI-DES to electrons and negative ions, respec-
tively. In the absence of data for the response of FPI-DES to negative ions, we assume for simplicity that the
response for negative hydrogen at ∼1 keV is similar to the response to protons and electrons as reported by
Peko and Stephen (2000) and Ladislas Wiza (1979). In that case, the ratio Ge∕GH− is assumed to be approxi-
mately unity. For a quasi-neutral plasma ne ≈ ni ≈ nH+ ; the relative density of negative ions to incoming solar
wind protons is therefore given by

nH−

nH+
≈

√
mp

me

∑H−

i Ci∕
√
(E∕q)i∑e

j Cj∕
√

(E∕q)j

(7)

This relative density nH−∕nH+ is shown alongside the sum over the counts
∑

i Ci∕
√

Ei for both electrons and
H− for the 5 January 2017 05:01:33 UTC event in Figure 4. The negative ion counts CH− are integrated over the
region of phase space for which H− signatures are visible for this event: 135∘ < 𝜙 < 235∘, 45∘ < 𝜃 < 135∘,
and 484 eV< E < 2, 440 eV. This demonstrates that the density of H− is on the order of 0.2–0.4% of the
incoming solar wind density. This is toward the lower range of conversion rates of kiloelectron volt H+ to H−

by double charge exchange reported by Maazouz et al. (1996). Given our assumption of approximately equal
micro channel plate efficiencies for negative hydrogen and electrons in the approximately kiloelectron volt
range (i.e., Ge∕GH− ≈ 1), this represents a lower bound for the conversion rate.

Finally, to further verify surface charge exchange as a likely mechanism for production of H−, we determine the
energies of both the incident solar wind beam and the apparent negative ion population. The mean solar wind
energy is determined for each event from the mean of the bulk speed while MMS1 is within the undisturbed
solar wind. Given the difficulty with separation of the H− population from thermal electrons in the lower solar
wind energy cases, the approximate average H− energy is taken to be the center of the DES energy bin for
which the H− population is most dense. These average energies are given in Table 1.

The relationship between solar wind ion and negative ion energies is shown in Figure 5. The error bars associ-
ated with the negative ion energy are chosen such that the limits are centers of the maximum and minimum
DES energy bins at which the negative ion population is clearly observed. Figure 5 demonstrates that the
energy of the negative ion population is linearly proportional to the incident solar wind energy, such that
EH− ≈ 0.7EH+ . This trend is consistent with the production of H− with the solar wind as a driver and suggests
that approximately 30% of the energy in the solar wind ions is lost during inelastic collision with the space-
craft surfaces. Although this relationship is not necessarily unique to the proposed mechanism of production,
it provides further evidence in favor of this interpretation in combination with the previous analysis.
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Figure 4. Top: Time dependence of the total counts from DES within the region of phase space dominated by H−.
Middle: Time dependence of the total counts for the full phase space from DES, approximating the electron density.
Bottom: Ratio of the H− to electron number densities, derived from the top panel according to equation (7). The
instantaneous counts are shown in gray, and the 1-s moving average is shown in black. DES = Dual Electron
Spectrometers.

4. Effect on Electron Moments

Given the existence of a negative ion population with number density nH− ≈ 0.2ςpercnt; ne, we can estimate
the effect on derived electron moments, where data processing has assumed that all particles reported by
FPI-DES are electrons. Considering that the counts are due to real electrons together with H− ions treated
as though they were also electrons, we can split the calculated electron phase space distribution into its two
sources, for example,

f (v) = fe(v) + fH−(v) (8)

We integrate this to find the inferred electron density n∗
e

Figure 5. Dependence of the energy of the negative ion H− population as a function of the energy of the incident solar
wind proton beam, for the events listed in Table 1. Error bars represent the maximum and minimum energies at which
the H− population is visible within the distribution function data. A dashed line represents the line of best fit, with
equation EH− = 0.7EH+ .
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n∗
e = ∫ f (v)d3v (9)

= ∫ fe(v)d3v + ∫ fH−(v)d3v (10)

≈ ne + dn′ (11)

where dn′ is the electron density inferred from counts in the energy bins contaminated by H− ions. From
equation (3) we can write dn′ as

dn′ =
CH−

Ge𝜏

√
me

2e(E∕q)H−
(12)

=
CH−

GH−𝜏

√
mp

2e(E∕q)H−

GH−

Ge

√
me

mp
(13)

where (E∕q)H− denotes the energy channel dominated by H− ions. Given the actual density of negative ions
nH− derived in equation (5),

dn′ = nH−
GH−

Ge

√
me

mp
(14)

Hence, for nH−∕n ≈ 0.2% and GH−∕Ge ≈ 1, we find that the error in the electron number density is dn′∕n ≈
0.005%. Thus, we see that mistaking the H− ions as electrons has a negligible impact on the calculation of the
electron density.

Higher-order moments can be treated the same way, for example,

n < vx > = ne < vx >e
+fH− d3v vx (15)

≈ ne < vx >e
−nH−

GH−

Ge

√
me

mp
Ve,(E∕q)H−

(16)

where Ve,(E∕q)H−
is the electron velocity (taken here to be in the −x direction) associated with the (E∕q) bin

contaminated by H− ions, and we have used (14) to rewrite fH− d3v ≡ dn′. We can estimate Ve,(E∕q)H−
as

Ve,(E∕q)H−
≡
√

2e(E∕q)H−

me
(17)

=

√
mp

me
VH− ∼

√
mp

me
Vsw (18)

where the velocity of the H− population VH− is approximately the solar wind velocity Vsw. Thus, the particle
flux moment, assuming GH− = Ge for simplicity, becomes

n < vx > = ne(−Vsw) − nH−Vsw (19)

= −(ne + nH−) Vsw (20)

The bulk velocity is therefore given by

< vx > ≈ −Vsw −
nH−

n
Vsw (21)

The estimated error in the reported bulk velocity is given by the second term in equation (21): 𝛿V∕VSW ≈
nH−∕n. We note that nH− refers to the true number density of H− generated by charge exchange, rather than its
effect on the reported electron number density dn′, given in equation (14). Hence, the reported bulk velocity
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moment includes an estimated 0.2% error due to the influence of the H−. For typical solar wind velocity Vsw =
750 km/s, this error is 𝛿V ≈ 2 km/s. These errors are not significant except in spectral analysis of the velocity
moments, where low-amplitude spectral components may be important to consider.

Successive higher moments will introduce additional factors of
√

mp∕me to the contaminating component,
neglecting the vectorial aspects of the velocity v. The contribution to the stress tensor, while still small, will
be proportionally larger than the impact on the density and bulk flow velocity.

When calculating the electron moments, any significant errors in higher-order moments such as the electron
temperature may be reduced by integrating only over regions of the reported DES phase space that do not
contain H− signals, rather than using the full distribution function. However, this method requires that the H−

population is well separated from the ambient electron population.

5. Discussion

Using a set of analyses detailed in section 3, we have shown that the anomalous approximately kiloelectron
volt negatively charged population visible in the DES-derived distribution function is consistent with nega-
tive hydrogen ions. These negative ions are produced by double charge exchange interactions of incident
solar wind protons with the metallic surfaces within the DES sensor heads. Given their location close to the
instrument aperture, the deflector plates are likely responsible. For a diagram showing the location of the
deflector plates see Pollock et al. (2016, Figure 7). These deflector plates allow for control of azimuth look
direction (Pollock et al., 2016), and similar design principles are used in near-future missions such as Parker
Solar Probe (Kasper et al., 2016) and Solar Orbiter. A population of H− may also be generated by collisions
of solar wind ions with the double grid across the instrument aperture; however, given the 90% transmis-
sion rate of the grid (Pollock et al., 2016), the effect is likely to be relatively minor. Furthermore, we note that
the ∼ 90∘ range of the azimuthal drift of the H− population in Figure 1 and the double-peaked distribution
of H− in Figure 2 suggest that conditions are met for the detection of H− in up to two DES sensor heads at
a given time.

We have shown in Figure 4 that the production of negative ions may introduce errors in the reported elec-
tron bulk velocity moments of less than 1%. Although this error may be acceptable where bulk properties
are concerned, and in many cases is below the typical noise, it may introduce significant uncertainty when
considering the spectral properties of the electron moments in the solar wind. Given that the study of turbu-
lence in the solar wind is an objective of the near-future in situ space missions such as Solar Orbiter and Parker
Solar Probe, it is necessary to determine whether H− is being produced by the interaction of the solar wind
with their instrumentation. Although production of H− by double charge exchange may also occur within the
magnetosheath and magnetopause, H− is not expected to affect the analysis and conclusions of studies of
electron-scale reconnection, such as Burch, Torbert, et al. (2016). For these cases, any signatures of H− would
be well separated from important agyrotropic electron populations in phase space.

Observable signatures of instrument-induced production of H− are highly dependent on spacecraft and
instrument configuration. H− may be identified in particle data as a highly nongyrotropic population, with
correlation of apparent flow angle with the flow angle of the incident solar wind (as in Figure 2) and correlation
of the mean energy of the H− with the solar wind ion energy (as in Figure 5).

The azimuthal drift of the H− population demonstrated in Figure 1 will only be visible if the spacecraft,
and therefore the instrument, rotates with respect to the incident solar wind velocity. For example, the
PEACE instrument aboard Cluster (Johnstone et al., 1997) and the ESA instrument aboard THEMIS (McFadden
et al., 2008) will not observe azimuthal drift of any instrument-induced H− simply because the time resolu-
tion of the data is equal to the spin period of the spacecraft. Similarly, the future mission Solar Orbiter will not
observe azimuthal drift because the particle instruments will not rotate with respect to the solar wind bulk
flow, excepting minor fluctuations of the bulk velocity within the solar wind. Lack of azimuthal drift will not
affect the apparent density of H− for these spacecraft. Instead, H− will appear spread across a consistent set
of azimuthal bins during each spin period. This may make H− more difficult to identify.

Further, the spacecraft materials exposed to the solar wind, particularly within the instrument itself, will
affect the both the production and observation of the population. For these reasons, the form of H− signals
presented in this paper is unlikely to be exactly reproduced in other spacecraft.
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6. Conclusions

This study demonstrates that instrument-induced negative ions are a contributor to the apparent electron
phase space densities in the solar wind proton energy range. In view of ongoing MMS operations and
near-future in situ space physics missions, it is important to test for the presence of these negative ions
and to remove their influence on derived electron moments where possible. With respect to the long-term
future of in situ space missions, it may be useful to test for the generation of H− by double charge exchange
before launch.
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